
Understanding Attributes



With the Title Attribute, you can search by specific words that would be included in your product title on Shopify. For 
example, if you were to select title and typed in KORS, all items with the word KORS will load from your Shopify 



The Vendor Attribute is the brand of an item. For example, if you were to select Vendor and type in Kate Spade, all 
items listed as Kate Spade will from your Shopify inventory. 



The Product Type Attribute will pull the type of an item you are searching. For example, if you were to 
type in pants, all the products that are classified as pants in your Shopify inventory will be loaded.



If you would like to pull inventory that was created after a specific date, you can use the Created After Attribute. 
When putting in dates for attributes, always do it as YEAR-MM-DD. For example, if you wanted to pull items from 

your inventory that was created after October 23 of 2021, you would select Created After attribute and type in 
2021-10-23. 



If you would like to pull inventory that was created before a specific date, you can use the Created Before 
Attribute. For example, if you wanted to view products that were created before November 20 of 2021, you would 

select the Created Before attribute and type in 2021-11-20. 



The Updated After Attribute would pull inventory based on the most recent date an attribute for that item was 
updated. For example, say you created an item on October 23 of 2021 but changed the price of the item on 
November 1 of 2021, the created after date would be 2021-10-23 whereas the updated after date would be 

2021-11-1. This would be the same for the Updated Before and Created Before Attributes. 



With the Price Range Attribute you can select items that are between a specific price range. For example, if you 
wanted to pull items that only range between $75 and $1000, then you would select price range, type in 75 for the 
minimum and 1000 for the maximum. If you wanted to pull all items over $75, input 75 next to minimum and leave 

the maximum empty. Conversely, you can leave the minimum empty and input a maximum value as well. 



It’s important to use the attributes together. The more attributes you use, the less inventory that will load 
and the faster the system will perform. For example, if you wanted to pull pants that were created after 

October 23 of 2021 and before November 20 of 2021, that ranged at a price of $80-200, then you would 
select product type and type in pants, then select add additional and press on the created after attribute and 
type in 2021-10-23 then select add additional, and select created before and type in 2021-11-20, and select 

add additional one last time and select the price range attribute and type if 80 for min and 200 for max. 



For further Help videos or 
step-by-step guides, visit  
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